Step 1: Complete the top portion of the CMS-1500 (Boxes 1 – 23)
according to the Alaska Medicaid Claim form Instructions available
online at http://www.medicaidalaska.com/providers/Billing1.shtml

Step 2: When billing for physician administered drugs (J-codes) the claim must be
submitted with a From Date, To Date, NDC immediately following the “N4”
Qualifier, Place of Service, Procedure Code, NDC Unit of Measure, NDC Units
Administered, Diagnosis Pointer, $ Charges, Units, and Rendering Provider ID.

Step 2 - Continued

“N4” + 11 Digit NDC #
To
From
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NDC Unit of Measure and Units
J-Code

#

$$.$$

#

NPI #

Step 2 - Example
IMPORTANT: The “N4” qualifier is immediately followed by the NDC number. Do not enter any
hyphens or spaces within the NDC number. The NDC number must be in the 11 digit (5-4-2) format;
however, a leading zero is commonly missing from one of the 3 sections. Whichever section is missing a
digit must have a leading zero added.
Example 1: a product with an NDC number of 01234-5678-9 on the package would have a leading zero
added before the “9” resulting in a NDC number of 01234-5678-09. This NDC number would be
submitted as N401234567809.
Example 2: a product with an NDC number of 1234-0567-89 on the package would have a leading zero
added before the “1” resulting in a NDC number of 01234-0567-89. This NDC number would be
submitted as N401234056789.

IMPORTANT: The NDC Units and J-Code units may not be the same number; however,
they should both be representative of the actual dose of medication administered to the
patient. The NDC billing units are based on the NCPDP billing unit standard and will vary
between products. If you are unsure of what the correct billing unit is for a medication,
please verify the correct billing unit by using the Billing Unit Decision Tree (available
online at http://www.ncpdp.org/standards_quic.aspx) prior to submitting the claim.
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Step 3: Complete the bottom portion of the CMS-1500 (Boxes 25 – 33)
according to the Alaska Medicaid Claim form Instructions available
online at http://www.medicaidalaska.com/providers/Billing1.shtml

